
KCSA Strategic Communications is an integrated strategic communications firm specializing in
public relations, investor relations and social media. Working across a number of industries,
including human capital, life sciences, financial services and technology, we focus on achieving
results and helping companies to enhance their brand image and awareness in an ever-
changing communications and digital world.
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Public Relations 
• Brand and reputation management
• Media relations (business / financial, 

mainstream / consumer, key industry 
trade, local)

• Creative ideas – promotions, 
visibility-building – online 
and in-person

• Awards programs
• Events and speaking 

platforms
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KCSA’s “One Voice” strategy provides clients with a consistent brand presentation 
across a broad spectrum of media, including both traditional and emerging social 

media. Specific expertise includes:

Social Media 
• Strategy and platform 

mapping, based on audience 
and messaging

• Campaign development and 
execution 

• Blogger relations and 
influencer campaigns

• Community management 
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Investor Relations
• Strategic comms 

planning
• Crisis communications and 

management
• Non-deal roadshow planning & 

execution through seasoned Capital 
Markets team

• Earnings call planning, writing and 
management

• Press release drafting and dissemination
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Independent corporate 
communications firm specializing in 
the integration of public relations, 
investor relations and social media



LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/kcsa-strategic 
communications 

Instagram @kcsastrategic

Facebook facebook.com/KCSAStrategic

KCSA blog: http://www.kcsa.com/blog/ 
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Case Study: 
Positioning an HR analytics company as an 
arbiter of gender equity in the workplace

Case Study: 
Transforming a Boston Executive 
Search Firm into an Industry Leader

Situation
• Engaged KCSA to develop and execute a targeted 

communications program highlighting its tested 
methodologies to raise awareness around pay equity 
and the Company’s profile with key target audiences

Strategies / Tactics
• Launched a two-stage communications program:
� Stage 1: Primarily geared toward raising the

Company’s profile with the human resource
community

� Stage II: Capitalize on the success of our human
resource- and trade-focused comms program to
increase the CEOs profile with top-tier business /
finance media

Results
• Established deep relationships with key human resource

trades and top-tier business/financial media
• Positioned the CEO as a go-to resource for the media

and highlighted the Company’s unique approach to
pay equity

• Secured monthly byline placements in Fast Company

Situation
• Engaged KCSA to assist with brand awareness in Boston

market and on a national level
• Raised profile of three divisions by positioning

overarching services to mid and senior level executives
in job transition or looking to build leadership and
management skills

Strategies / Tactics
• Launched a three-pronged communications program

geared towards raising the Company’s profile, as well as
the expertise of each division within the company

• Secured byline opportunities with human resource-
focused trades to introduce over 15 executives’
knowledge and expertise in the sector

• Capitalized on human resource news of the day to build
relationships with top-tier business media

Results
• Established deep relationships with key human resource

trades and top-tier business press
• Positioned Managing Partner as a go-to source for all

thing’s workplace/career
• Expanded scope of engagement to cover two

additional markets after acquisitions in 2019
• CEO is now viewed as leading career management

expert in the Boston metro-area

Regardless of whether we manage all disciplines for you, we work with your internal and external teams 
in all areas to ensure seamless messaging and execution across all communications platforms.

Our Human Capital Practice: KCSA has long been at the forefront of strategic communications, investor relations and 
capital formation for Human Resource businesses, and over the last several years, has emerged as the advisor 
differentiating Human Capital tech platforms, start-ups and larger organizations in the North American market. With a 
cross-functional approach that leverages KCSA’s public relations, investor relations, social media, and capital markets 
departments, we work with brands to establish their investment thesis and corporate narratives. 

With one of the most well-regarded Human Capital practices in North America, comes an unmatched level of 
strategic and forward-thinking council. KCSA ensures client narratives and communications reach all stakeholders and 
that clients are well prepared for every situation – product launches, corporate milestones, earnings announcements, 
transactions, crises, executive transitions, fundraises, executive visibility opportunities, etc. 
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